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House Home

The expat’s
quandary during
the World Cup

Madison Darbyshire
Metropolitan Life
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ho are you
supporting?” The
question stopped me
like a deer in the
headlights in front of
the all-male group of English football
fans huddled in my living room to
watch the first England game of the
World Cup. I had just come in to steal
some Doritos and had no answer
prepared. I wasn’t even sure who was
in the tournament. This was not
entirely my fault.
The US has competed in every World
Cup since 1990, with limited success.
But in 2018, for the first time in my
lifetime, my home country failed to
qualify. I was forced to reckon with the
most complex question of my tenure in
England — who do you support in the
World Cup when you don’t have skin in
the game?
In front of my housemates, there is
only one answer: England. I like having
a place to live. But as an American I am
predisposed to support an underdog.
And for once, despite England’s history
of sporting heartbreak, this is a role
their fans are refusing to play.
There are tried and true ways to pick
a team: you like the name (Uruguay);

think they have the best jerseys
(Nigeria); or the longest odds
(Panama). There is also the method of
supporting the team with the most
handsome players (Sweden and Japan)
or the most star-power (Portugal,
Argentina, Brazil).
Plenty align themselves by heritage,
however distant. I have a Swiss
grandfather, so,it was a neutral choice
until an own-goal led to defeat by
Sweden. A co-worker convinced me to
adopt Brazil for their flair and style.
This was short lived; Brazil fell to
Belgium three days later.
Conducting a highly scientific poll of
increasingly team-less Londoners, I
found that, “Whoever has the least
chance of winning,” was an answer
outdone only by “Whatever team has
never won before.”
“I’m for whoever the majority of the
people in the room are for,” said
another surveyed friend.
It was through a Scottish government
worker that I first learnt about ABE —
Anyone But England. I was sharply
corrected when I referred to the “UK
World Cup team” (This is also a trick
question on the citizenship test.)
Our sporting allegiances are

inevitably political. In America,
widespread support for the Mexican
team carried rebellious overtones as
government-sanctioned family
separation along the US border with
Mexico dominated the news cycle.
An increasingly divided populace
seemed unusually unified in their
backing of “Whoever is playing
Russia” — payback for meddling in
recent elections.
It should have been easy to support
England. But I find it strangely
counterintuitive. Italian and Irish
Americans, once marginalised
immigrant groups, never pass up a
chance to show the depths of their
ancestral loyalty. Yet, despite the 1980
census in which 26 per cent of
Americans claimed British ancestry,
America does not instinctively go wild
for the Three Lions.
Perhaps it is that both America and
England are global superpowers now
wrestling with rising populist
movements. Being patriotic in Brexit
Britain or Trump’s America carries
new weight, and is out of vogue. The
spectacle of the World Cup, unleashing
our desire to don team colours and
wave flags, has forced us to reckon with
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hristoph Blocher’s hilltop
home above Lake Zurich is
the best known private
residence in Switzerland.
The modern, creamcoloured mansion, with manicured
lawns and a glimmering 21-metre outdoor pool, features in campaign videos
for his ultra-conservative Swiss People’s
Party (SVP), the most popular political
movement in the country.
Blocher is shown cutting the grass
with scissors and belly-flopping into the
pool. The comic clips, viewed more than
1m times on YouTube, attempt to soften
the image of a hardline political party
that backs tough restrictions on foreigners living in Switzerland and for Swiss
independence from the EU.
Wearing the same style of straw hat
as in the clips, Blocher is in a humorous
mood as he greets me on the driveway.
A sprightly 77 years old, he apologises
for his poor English but proudly notes
“an Englishman’s home is his castle” as
he surveys his property, built in terraces

on the hillside. His cheery politeness
and the house’s dreamy setting, with
panoramic views of the Alps beyond the
lake, belie a bold and arguably highly
successful public personality. Not only
is Blocher largely responsible for keeping Switzerland out of the EU, but as a
businessman, he acquired and
expanded Swiss chemicals company
EMS-Chemie, bringing riches that
allowed a third career as a collector of
Swiss art, especially 19th-century paintings. Visiting Zurich earlier this year,
Steve Bannon, the former US presidential strategist, extolled Blocher as
“Trump before Trump”.
Even though Blocher’s brand of politics has become commonplace across
Europe, he remains a controversial figure. Campaign posters for the SVP have
portrayed foreign offenders as “black
sheep”; the party is seen by many as tarnishing Switzerland’s international
image and disrupting its tradition of
government by consensus.
Blocher leads the way down a winding
red-brick path to the pool, past patios
and rosebeds. Each day in summer he
swims 500 metres breaststroke — two
widths and the diagonals repeated 10
times — and drinks his morning coffee.
The SVP videos were meant as a joke at
his expense. Self-deprecation is not a
national trait, he says. “That is not
Swiss . . . that is why it was so special.”
Up some steps to one side, a flagpole
flies the Swiss flag. It is a reminder that
Blocher’s career has been spent defending decentralised Switzerland against
mass incursions by foreigners —
whether EU directives or migrants
attracted by its affluence. “We don’t
have very much land in Switzerland —
we’re a small country,” he says.
The canton of Zurich was his original
power base in the 1970s. “If the canton
of Zurich was endangered, I would run
up the Zurich flag,” he says.
Blocher bought the site in 1998 after
his four children had grown up (he also
has 12 grandchildren) and rebuilt the
original house for himself, his wife Sylvia and his art collection. The exterior is
surprisingly neutral — neither traditional Swiss nor an example of the country’s architectural avant-garde. The
only embellishment is a tower with a
wind vane. How would he describe the
style? “Style-less,” he laughs.
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Open-plan living space with tiled stove for heating
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‘Churchill never thought of
an EU such as we have and,
above all, he never thought
the British would join’

This is the beauty
of the World Cup.
We adopt nations,
forget our grudges
and rise to the
occasion

our own anti-nationalist hypocrisy.
In 2006, I travelled to Italy on
summer holiday with my parents. We
watched the World Cup final on
enormous screens in the Circus
Maximus. When Italy pulled out an
excruciating penalty shootout win over
France, the city ground to a halt
as people flooded the streets and a
nation rejoiced.
Italy was never my team, but that
night I bled green, white and red. This,
I think, is the beauty of the World Cup.
We adopt nations, forget our grudges
and rise to the occasion. Sometimes the
way we love the World Cup has nothing
to do with where we are from, and
everything to do with where we are.
I may still be adjusting to life on this
island, but standing in the back of a
crowded pub as England went into
anxious penalties against Colombia, I
began bargaining with whatever divine
power holds most sway over the
goalie’s gloves.
In that moment, I realised, I had my
team. But, because half the fun of the
World Cup is being a little bit contrary,
please don’t tell my housemates.

Piano and table

‘Die schwarze Lütschine’
by Ferdinand Hodler

At home | The campaign by Swiss politician and businessman
Christoph Blocher to keep his country independent led Steve
Bannon to extol him as ‘Trump before Trump’. By Ralph Atkins
House exterior and terraced gardens

‘The Swiss have to
stay out of the EU’

Albert Anker’s ‘Portrait of
a Girl’ (1886)

Bull sculpture

Beneath us, built on an old meadow,
are the offices of EMS. “I could walk to
work,” he says. He started working at
EMS as a lawyer in 1969 and bought a
majority stake in 1983.
Since 2004, when Blocher became a
government minister in Bern, his
daughter Magdalena Martullo-Blocher
has headed the group, continuing its
expansion to achieve a market value
today of SFr15bn ($15.05bn) and sales
last year of SFr2bn; just 3 per cent of
those are to Switzerland, which Blocher
says means he is no Swiss “nationalist”.
He has also wound down his political
career. His chief remaining responsibility is heading a Swiss committee whose
title translates as “No to creeping EU
membership”, and which campaigns
against steps it believes drag the Alpine
country closer to formal membership.
The high point of his career, he says,
was leading the successful 1992 campaign against Swiss membership of the
European Economic Area, which would
have been a stepping stone to joining the
EU. Submission to EU law would conflict
with a Swiss constitution based on
power lying ultimately with the people
via frequent referendums, Blocher says.
Though surrounded by EU members
and dependent on the bloc for trade,
avoiding formal membership was “the
most important thing I have achieved”.

Blocher’s house has no television but
he says he has seen Darkest Hour, the
2017 film about Winston Churchill,
three times. The story of the UK prime
minister’s wartime leadership — though
not historically accurate — was a
reminder of the loneliness of political
decision-making. Churchill supported
European unity, I point out. “But he
never thought of an EU such as we have
and, above all, he never thought the
British would join,” Blocher replies. He
reserves judgment on much of Donald
Trump’s policymaking but notes that
the US president at least “tries to do
what he promised”.
The low point of Blocher’s career was
in Bern. The Swiss federal government
is run by a seven-strong council of representatives of the biggest parties. Blocher
lasted from 2004 until December 2007,
when he was ejected by parliamentarians. By then, however, he had overseen
Switzerland’s preparations to join
Europe’s passport-free Schengen zone —
despite his fierce opposition. “That went
badly with the people,” he says. “We
don’t have it under control any more.”
Entering the house, Blocher flicks a
switch to open the blinds, revealing a
large white-walled living space that
serves as gallery for paintings by Albert
Anker and Ferdinand Hodler — two of
Switzerland’s best-known artists. In

total, he has about 200 by each. Blocher
started his collection in the 1970s,
“when I had a bit of money, but not yet a
lot”. It was sold to help fund his purchase of EMS. “Then, when I had money
again, I started again. In some cases, I
bought back the same pictures — but at
a higher price.”
On the wall behind a table is his
favourite Anker painting — his 1886
“Portrait of a Girl” — of an unnamed
child wearing a neckerchief and pensive
expression. She represents all childhood
and shows “the world is not damned”,
says Blocher. The painting is “better
than the ‘Mona Lisa’ ”, he says. The colours are more vibrant and “Mona Lisa is
a boring woman.”
Blocher was the seventh of 11 children. His father was a priest. Across
the living room is a tiled stove, built in
Steckborn on Lake Constance in 1729
and used for heating. It has biblical

Favourite thing
The house has been rebuilt to
accommodate his collection of
paintings. But one picture
dominates — the view from the
windows and garden terraces. On a
clear day, Blocher
says, it extends
across 19 of
Zurich’s 26
cantons, and as
far as the Eiger
and Jungfrau
mountains, each
around 4,000 metres high. Below,
the lake stretches towards the city
of Zurich, its blue waters dappled
with sailing boats and ferries. “I’m
surrounded by paintings. This is
another one — and it changes
every day,” says Blocher.

inscriptions around its base. “On Sundays I don’t have to go to church. I can
just stand by the oven,” says Blocher.
We descend a wide staircase to a labyrinth of high-security underground corridors and rooms housing much of his
collection. Other works are in his castle,
Schloss Rhäzüns in Graubünden, which
borders Austria and Italy. It seems a
shame the works are not in public museums. Blocher says he lends them out
“generously” for exhibitions, which he
argues are better at generating audience
excitement. “We have too many museums and they are poorly attended.”
Finally, we emerge from a downstairs
door on to an outside terrace. Storm
clouds have gathered over the mountains and are moving up the lake.
Blocher says the rise in neighbouring
Italy of Eurosceptic populist politicians
proves his argument that the EU was a
“misconstruction”, especially the eurozone. “A euro is the same in every country — but all countries are different.”
He thinks the UK took the right decision in voting to leave the EU. “That can
bring freedom to the British and give
them an economic lead as well. But at
the beginning it is difficult . . . Leaving
is more difficult than never joining.”
Brexit storm clouds are reaching Switzerland, however. Since the early 1990s,
the country has negotiated a web of
bilateral deals with Brussels. Now the
EU is rethinking the way it treats “third
countries” and wants a new deal with
Bern — one that would bring the country
closer into line with its rules and under
the jurisdiction of its judges. Blocher
shows his belligerence. “They [the EU]
don’t like citizens always having [a]
say,” he says. He set Switzerland’s strategy 30 years ago. “I am proud that I did
that because we are still a free country.”
Ralph Atkins is the FT’s Switzerland and
Austria correspondent

